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One Flew Overthe
Cuckoo's Nest

AI Datta's face lit up on spotting
Kartikey Kumar at Baroda sta-
tion. "How good you look!" he
remarked as they dragged the
baggage to the car park. Raj
had planned this holiday with
Kartikey, an ex-colleague he

had hit offwel! with during the 11 months
preceding his resignation. Kartikey ges-
tured to a Jeep with its paint peeling off
and said: "My Mercedes, you will love it!
Bought it at a junk sale for an unbelievable
Rs 22,000 and spent three months restoring
it." As they drove the next 80 km to a hamlet
on the outskirts of Baroda, Kartikey regaled
Raj with the details of the restoration. Raj, him-
self a hobby car mechanic and CEO of Orwell
Consultants, was thrilled by the details. ''Amore
satisfying project than producing marketing strat-
egy," said Kartikey and they laughed.

That laugh held a year-long story of debates and agi-
tation which unfolded in the offices of Orwell where Kar-
tikey was, until last year, a vice-president. In late May Raj fi-
nally gave up his battle to stop Kartikey from leaving Orwel!, to
pursue his dream to 'get away from the mainstream corporate rat
race'. At first Raj wouldn't buy any of Kartikey's arguments, sweep-
ing them aside as the ramblings of an exhausted executive and idiot
idealist. "What you need is a good vacation," he had said.

"That won't change anything," said Kartikey. "I am not look-
ing for short breaks but for a break. I have thought about it for six
months and my wife and I are clear: we want to lead simpler

Is Kanlkey right In thinking that a Job
seiling colas or soaps has no meaning?
Old he do the right thing by opting for a
simple life In a hamlet?

This case study was first published in BW,
19 March 2001.
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lives. We don't want to lose our moments to
switches and buttons, deadlines and targets.
We are fed up of the media's assault - news-
papers, magazines. TV - constantly order-
ing us to see, buy, consume, eat, drink ... even
how 'live'. The irony is, I go to work and do
just that... produce strategy to tell people
what to eat, to wear, to buy ... how to spend
their money and madly enough I found I was
directing people's lives in just the way mine
was veering - away from reality."

The hidden persuasion of such a strategy
was slowly turning life into a make-be-

lieve fantasy all around him. Friends,
perfectly normal people at most

times, were becoming slaves
to achievement, acquisi-

tion, ambition, living
life from one acquisi-

tion to the next in-
crement. "That is frightening," said

Kartikey, "it is happening very close
to my life, to my friends, to my

people, this mesmeric surren-
der to the surreal."

"If you want to, you can
choose not to allow that to
impact you," Raj had sug-
gested. "But I am holding
on tight to a job that de-
pends on my continually
creating desires, wants,
needs!" said Kartikey.
"Do not misunderstand
me, I am not blaming
marketing, but being so
close to it, thriving on it,
feeding on it, I do tend
to see my job as a mani-
festation of that whole
disease. To just hold a

job where you made soap
or toothpaste and told the

people to be clean is one
thing. But to carry that one

step further and swathe the
soap with layers of lies and

make a livelihood of that, that
appears to me a waste of my life.

The question is, do I really want to
spend a good life doing that?"

Kartikey was becoming restless.
He spent over 14 hours at the work

place, on a job that daily drove home the
utter pointlessness of what he considered a

ridiculous pursuit. "It's not that you come
home and 'shut down' all the corporate buzz," he

said. "Numerous sectors in my brain are constantly
alive and working, even after I get home. It's like back-

ground music! This non-stop pontification and deliberation
overhow to sell more, what media to glut, what attitude of con-
sumerbehaviour to encash, then seeing it all in print the next day,

then seeing it all in action at the retail end,
then seeing all that misfounded jubilation in
profits then seeing it all reflecting in mis-
placed glory and endless back-slapping!

"Try and understand what I am saying. If I
had been a simple munshi somewhere, toting
figures and rejoicing over a tallied balance
sheet, I would have continued to buy soap
and use soap. But here I am, settled among a
society of people, my organisation, my clients,
my colleagues whom I meet daily, work with,
plan with, actually live with, creating a space
of make-believe that is engulfing my life. How
seriously we deliberate on whether one
should say 'Just for you' or 'Only for you', going
into raptures over the semantics, commis-
sioning a report to study consumer attitude to
'Just for you' or 'Only for you', pontificating on
the subject as if mankind's progress depended
on it , this is what my life is about... non-stop,

so-called management meanderings.' .

RAJ heard him out patiently, and said that most people go
through this feeling of worthlessness and that it would
pass. "No the feeling doesn't pass, Raj,' Kartikey had said.
"Youbypass it. You shut it out and say, that is not real. But I
cannot do that. I have to take a call." That was when Kar-

tikey pointed to the window and said: "Your cabin is next to mine,
Raj; tell me, did you notice something different today?" No, Raj
had not. "See what I mean?" said Kartikey. "You haven't noticed
that there was a banyan tree here until Friday evening when we
left for the weekend, and today it is not there? That tree has been
there probably since the time of Genghis Khan. But the landlord
got permission to extend his building, so the tree had to go. And it
went. One hundred and fifty years gone just like that. No, we have
no time to notice all this. Living here day in and out, has numbed
us to realities. Two months ago, this huge calamity happened in
Gujarat. What did we do? Sent Rs 4lakh to the prime minister's
fund. By evening we were onto the next client presentation. Even
if thousands of people died, the horrible truth was Xs toothpaste
had to sell better and through our strategy. Our life didn't hold its
breath for even a moment. And that is what worries me, Raj. This
madness of my career today is building a smokescreen around
me, making me immune to reality."

Raj tried hard to get into the mind of Kartikey. "What's bother-
ing you?" he asked. "Just think about it, Raj,' said Kartikey. "You
pay me Rs 15lakh per annum, and I spend 45% of my time chasing
overdues, wooing clients to pay, agreeing to attend some cocktail
party in the hope that I run into Victor Panchoo, and then hiss into
his ear about the Rs 75 lakh he owes us, then laugh at his morbid
jokes and urge him for more and garnish that laughter with please
for repayment by next week ... and you think this is all good fun ... I
can't handle this anymore. At the end of the year I will have seven
people taking part in this new toy called 360 degrees appraisal,
where they will judge me. They will judge if 'good' is collecting Rs
45lakh in three weeks or three months. Then they will use high
school arithmetic to put a number against my performance. Then
some wise guy will judge my interpersonal skills with regard to my
success or failure with Victor Panchoo and the money he owes us.
Yet another will pontificate on whether the A:S ratios for 'Tea'
would have been better had I been smart enough to advise the
client to get tea onto Iai Hanuman. A third will nose around and
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report that I am very laid back with my subordinates. Then a
lengthy missive will be written about me to decide whether I
should get an increment of 25% or 45%. Can you see what I am
driving at? Tliis whole charade ... what does it amount to? IfVictor
Panchoo cannot pay. then you must either send him the pink slip
or an arrest warrant; why should I waste my precious evenings lis-
tening to his wife talk about Mahjong? Because you pay me Rs 15
lakh. So. I don't want that. I don't want anything at all., ."

"How do you propose to live then. Kartikey?" he asked. "Where
am I living at all. Raj?" said Kartikey. "Or. for that matter. you? Look
at your day. I have been with you since 7 a.m. We drove to Bandra
for a breakfast meeting with Bijoy Guha because you hated his
idea of a yellow toilet soap that deodorises. Can you see anything
of value that came out ofthat meeting? Value. Raj, real value ...
don't tell me you got Guha to change the colour to blue. From
there you drove us to Metallica Home Wares for a meeting .... the
lady had not turned up ....We ate 36 pieces of glucose biscuits be-
fore she arrived, It's awonder we both didn't die. Then she regaled
us with her new creative burst - a bridal range of cutlery. And you
sat there and gushed with her. And here you are. 6 p.m .• threaten-
ing to start another meeting on creative sensitivity. Frankly Raj, is
this how we want to spend our lives? Not me. I am aghast by this
severe preoccupation with selling more than the guy next door."

l1ENas an afterthought. he said: "Have you examined what
your total potential is?Do you believe that your only capability
.is to produce strategy to sell toothpaste or toilet cleaners? That
the benchmark of a day well spent is to come home deadbeat
from pushing strategy. And the worst is even my family works

around these moods. They look at me and say: 'Oh poor Dad. he is so
tired'. Myson equates work with unhappiness! Work has to be a cele-
bration. Raj!"Kartikeywas not angry or agitated. He was simply clear
in his mind that he wanted to get out of the rat race.

Three more months passed and neither Raj nor Kartikey gave
up their end of the debate. Raj was determined to break Kartikey's
argument. Daily they talked about it. daily they argued afresh.
When Raj made him an offer to move to Kuala Lumpur. Kartikey
declined. "I have done enough of all this." he said. "It's all the same
thing - more meetings. more strategies. only on a different scale
and maybe more sophisticated. Look." he said gently to Ra], "if
you want to lead life in a particular way. then now is the time to do
it. But most of us simply seem to be caught in this trap ofbettering
ourselves everyday. which when decoded means. acquiring more
and achieving more. none of which really is value addition."

Raj persisted: "It's a great job. Kartikey, not to mention a lot
more money .:" Kartikey shook his head and said: "That's what I
mean. How much more? Wjll another music system. another
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house. another car another pair of trousers. make me more
wholesome? After a point life is repetitive. A better music system.
better car. a better pair of trousers. won't make my life better. Or
me. for that matter. That's all this professional life seems to be able
to offer. Better lifestyle. More money. In return. you work harder at
the same stuff. It amazes me that I lived like this for 18 years. And
the higher you go. the less humane you become.

"It's like this. I like tea. So I buy every kind of tea available to see
which one I like. I buy peach tea. camomile. Yellow Label. Earl
Gray... what am I doing? I am trying to attain the best tea. But in
my own personal life am I exercising that kind of iterative ap-
proach to bettering myself? Do I ever get a chance to sit back and
evaluate if 1am better today than I was yesterday? Okay. so 1can
evaluate myself as a father. a husband. a strategist. a cricketer. a
flute player... but to which of these do I give the most attention to?
To my role as an income earner and professional. And 1get:my
highs out of presenting myself as a better manager of {IlY team to-
day than I did yesterday. But my relationship with music contin-
ues as poorly as before. Or my gardening never improved. So I
need to move away from an environment. which is continuously
demanding performance. and exposing to me only the career side
of my personality. And the moment I realise that I have only one
life to live. 1feel this desperate need to make all facets of me live at
the same time and give it all the same amount of time.

''And how is a move to Kuala Lumpur going to help me find that
person?" he asked. "Toknow what it is that 1want. 1must break free
from this kind of living. This over indulgence in inane corporate
gobbledygook. this relay running from one position to another ... it's
all designed to mesmerise you and lend a feeling of well-being.

"I sit and watch my day ... such inane stuff is going on all
around me ... someone walks into my room. expounds some the-
ory on how to maximise superannuation. certain percentages are
bandied. he flashes six fax messages and concludes that doing act
X followed by act Yis the best course of action. Then the tax ac-
countant is calling me to say put another 'Rs 18.000 in PPE that
way you save Rs 4.000·... everything is about maximising earnings!

''And what will I do with more money? Buy. But I can only buy
goods! Raj, this job is limiting my vision oflife. My life today is this
office. this industry. the head office in UK. the 27 clients we serv-
ice. the 10 restaurants we eat at. the 16hours I spend here. But I do
see a bigger world I belong to. like the society; what has an A:Sra-
tio of 25 got to do with the betterment of society?"

"But Kartikey," said Ra], "where does society come in?"
"Tell me. Raj, does it come in anywhere at all?" asked Kartikey.

"Can't you see we aren't even considering it? Tell me. are the re-
wards that the society is giving me commensurate with the im-
portance of my function? If I'm able to sell more of brand X than

its rival. 1 am earning millions. Doesn't that make you
think about the society we have created? A person

whose job it is to get star endorsements on prod-
ucts which are to be sold on the Net will drive a

Lancer and live in a Malabar Hill flat. and
someone who teaches school children. lives
in a single room. rushes back to get the 5.15
super fast because the municipal water
supply gets cut off by 7 p.m. and gets paid
Rs 2.500 a month. Just think about it.

"When 1was a kid. our most respected
neighbour was a man who worked for a 'big

company'. Dad said: 'Look what a bright man
he is!Slaved his way through lIT and today he isa

big manager!' 1wanted to be like this man. Hewore
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a tie to work and his shoes clicked when he walked! 1
discovered one day that he sold toothpaste and
wondered, if he is so bright, then why does he
sell toothpaste? Of course, later when 1got into
the corporate world, 1began to understand
how these things worked. That there is this
big cut-throat competition out there, you
can't simply go out with a bag and sell tooth-
paste. Youhave got to slit many throats, wage
a lot of battles and wars, and win in the mar-
ketplace. Of course that takes tremendous in-
telligence and smartness.

"Today, after 35 years, 1have come full circle,
and 1am asking that same question again: 'Why are
our brightest people in society, doing jobs like getting
film star endorsements, selling cola and soap? Why does society
deploy its best people into these functions? Why aren't there bet-
ter quality people in areas that have more impact on developing
minds? Why do bright students choose careers that don't improve
our lot? The value that we place on teachers, on nurses, is zilch.
Today, anybody who wants to work in environment protection,
what career options do they have? Why is there not a solid career
in that area that rewards and attracts the brightest people? What
kind of images have we built of people in such fields? Certainly
not aspirational. On the other side, we have a person who is doing
the work of franchising Mickey Mouse or Michael Jackson, and he
is driving a fancy car and living in a fancy house. Bittu Sehgal (of
Sanctuary magazine) is impacting the lives of millions of people
with his work in environment protection; so is the guy who helps
to put Mickey Mouse on your kid's toilet seat. But in what way?

"So 1ask myself, how is my function adding value to society?
Whyam 1worth Rs 16 lakh or Rs 18 lakh, for doing what? You will
say: 'For inspiring clients to produce and sell more toothpaste,
whichwill add to public health, and enable the manufacturer pro-
duce more efficiently more toothpaste for more people and at a
lowerprice.' Economics. But isn't there another way to achieve
this?Or is it that this way is more remunerative for those of us who
cannot think beyond, who cannot be more useful?"

"Sowhat do you want to do?" asked Raj "To begin with, go very
far away from this Orwell," said Kartikey. "Go to a small town,
closerto nature, and lead a simpler life. A life that is less bounded
by systems, definitions, targets, deadlines, less things to buy, less
things to ponder about. IfI want a soap 1should be able to buy it
andnot get a decision tree to negotiate. Iwant to be closer to fresh
newminds. I see growth there. If I could reboot my mind, I'd love
that.The closest I can get to unlearn, is to dwell among children. I

will discover a new brand of happiness and awareness."
And so it went on for a full year till Raj realised that Kartikey

was serious about his decision. During that period he and his wife
identified a small place on the outskirts of Baroda and found jobs
as teachers in a small junior college, while the kids enrolled in a
nearby school. That was when Raj gave up his struggle to keep
back Kartikey.

Nowas they drove into the little hamlet, Kartikey pointed to
a building and said: "That's where my wife and 1teach. We
also work with the farmers of the area, helping them plan
cultivation, forecast demand and sell their produce,
something which they are absolutely new to. This year for

the first time, they sold their produce of fruit to the nearby town as
against being bullied to sell at a loss to the local broker. I am nego-
tiatingwith the banks for loans to buy pumps and things. Youhave
to speak to my wife to know how happy she is with this life!

"I am not doing social service, mind you. I am putting to use
my urban education to enrich the lives of forgotten people. 1am
now on the board of the college and making films with a docu-
mentary chap and he is paying me for that! Earlier, 1spent 1% of
my time doing things I enjoyed and that gave me 100%happiness.
Whereas 99% of my time was spent on inane activity."

The afternoon sun demurred and Kartikey got out of the car to
look up. "Oh, watch this!" he said to Raj,who followed his gaze as a
rainbow grew in the sky. "What's that!" gasped Raj.

"'And the good Nokomis answered - 'tis the heaven of flowers
you see there ....

When on earth they fade and perish
Blossom in that heaven above us.''' Replied Kartikey, quoting

Wadsworth's Song of Hiawatha. _
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A Personal Choice
Atul Mathur runs Outbound Foundation, a Panchgani-based training organisation that works on leadership,
team building and personal development. He can be reached at outbound@vsnl.net.
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TIKEY'S dilemma is much like
Arjuna's on the battlefield - the
macro issue is the rightness or folly
of the war itself. A more specific

atter is, given the war is happen-
ing, how should Kartikey conduct himself.
In this case, the war is the marketplace re-
ality of a consumerist system. The deci-
sion to not fight is a matter of personal
choice. Let's examine both aspects.

He makes a valid point by questioning
how a market economy prioritises the
reward-worthiness of different profes-
sions. Why should someone peddling
a Mickey Mouse franchise be rewarded
so much more than someone who's work-
ing against all odds to save the remaining
forests in the country? Why should
our brightest minds end up selling
toilet soap while there's not even a real ca-
reer option for those who wish to work
in conservation? Why? It sure is worth
thinking about.

Unfortunately, the market knows no
half-way house. Unlike what Kartikey
says, it is not possible to make the tooth-
paste, inform consumers and let it be.
This is a Faustian deal where you have to
go the whole hog. All those mythical
power-ens, clean-ons and keetanus come
free with the deal! You have to convince a
consumer and build a brand preference
in her mind. Admittedly, marketing com-
munication does tend to go overboard
and often drills 'deep and meaningful'
tunnels into trivia that consumers barely
notice. Apart from marketing, which was
Kartikey's job, there is a wliole industry
out there canonising and deifying the
process of management, trying to give an
almost spiritual veneer to what is essen-
tiallya commercial activity. In very early
times it was religion that was the locus of
mankind's existence. We had the Buddha,

then Christ, followed by Mohammed.
During the renaissance it was art and the
inventions of a Da Vinci that took cen-
trestage. Later, with Newton it was the
turn of science to bask in the spotlight.
Guess we're living in the golden age of
business, of soap and toothpaste, of
Mickey Mouse f-shirts and Metallica
Home Wares! It is easy to get cynical....

It would be a mistake, however, to
pass judgment on the people who stay on
to fight, who put in 14-hour days to meet
client commitments. Our tradition has
great respect for anyone who chooses sal-
vation through work. Whether it be Ravi-
das the cobbler, or Kabir the weaver. Any-
one who single-rnindedly pursues his
work, whatever be its nature, is a karma-
yogi. He could be a soap-yogi or a soft-
ware- yogi, but a yogi he is!

So that's the big picture - there's a
system in place that seldom goes beyond
the material, that's obsessed with sensual
gratification and thrives on greed and
envy; in fact, whose foundations are an
embodiment of precisely that which
every religion warns us against! But it's
there. And we are all children of this very
system. Which brings us to Kartikey's next
Arjunesque question - what is our duty,
our dharma, in such a situation?

For one, it is important for him to be
very certain of where he's headed. Run-
ning from something is fine, but running
to what, is perhaps more important. As
our rishis say, the universe is inside us -
the disappointments as well as the hopes.
What is the guarantee that he will find
happiness in his small town, leading his
'simpler' life, that the same frustration
model will not rear its head up again? So,
what Kartikey has done, after all the inter-
nal debate is over, is a big leap of faith.
He's been lucky. (His situation perhaps
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can be compared to some NRls who are
fed up of the 'materialism' of the West and
who seek solace and a simpler life in
Mumbai! Often they return in frustration,
tired of the bureaucracy and the filth. (It's
relative I guess ....) .

The big issue that Kartikey raises is
where he asks Raj whether his potential
as a human being is limited to selling
soap and toothpaste. This examination,
in the background of the 'only one life' be-
lief, is a key process that we need to go
through. Many of us choose to duck it.
Kartikey takes that exam and makes a
choice to opt out and work, instead, with
young minds. This is an exam I would
urge managers to take. At the end of it you
might say, 'No thank you. I'm quite happy
where I am - there are still many chal-
lenges ahead'. Or you might go the Kar-
tikey way. Either way, you have addressed
the problem squarely and taken a con-
scious decision. A good time to do this is
before you hit 40, when you are fit and
have the spirit to start allover again. What
would be a pity is if you finish your career
and realise that your life hasn't been fully
lived, that you were capable of so much
more, that you missed the bigger picture.
In a way, each one of us owes it to our-
selves to better realise our capabilities
and to grow as holistic human beings.In
the pre-liberalisation era, people had the
time to develop other sides of their per-
sonas as well. Consequently, the 'Kartikey
syndrome' was less prevalent. But given
the pace of life today, we have to force
the situation and create that moment of
reflection.

But life finds its own balance; the pen-
dulum moves slowly but it moves. Corpo-
rate India is already realising the serious-
ness of the problem and moving to correct
it. The first visible signs are the entertain-
ment and fitness facilities that are now an
integral part of office designs. Other firms
insist that employees don't work late con-
sistently. And so on. While this is good, it
still doesn't answer the question of the
worthiness of this effort.

Just to energise fence-sitters, here's a
quote: 'Go out on a limb - that's where the
fruit is!' I



ANALYSIS II: HARI KRISHNA

Your Own World
Hari Krishna is general manager (human resource), Britannia Industries.

The woods are lovely dark and deep,
But I have promises to keep ...

KARTIKEY... what a strong resem-
blance you bear to that war hero of
the epic scripted by the sage Vyasa.
The scenarios differ to the extent
that the warrior had his duties

etched out at his birth by the author and
his dithering at the start of the war was on
the process and consequences of execu-
tion of his designated duties. Kartikey
presents to us a different dilemma. Or is it
a dilemma at all? For he seems very clear
as to what the purpose of his existence is.
It is, I believe his boss, Raj Datta and the
Raj in all of us, who are keen to find that
chink in Kartikey's reasoning.

Kartikey raises core issues. What's the
objective of our existence? Being at the
vanguard of the marketing world, Kar-
tikeyis more starkly exposed to those as-
pects of creating the make-believe. But
then, it's only a matter of degree. The
words that ring in our ears at the end of a
reading are - when I depart from this life
would my epitaph read as one who en-
hanced the soap (or for that matter, any
other product/service) sale through cre-
ationof desire? While creating the desires
through an intricate web of make-be-
lieves,one enjoys the licence of persuad-
ing through words, actions and visuals
which may not entirely be true and nei-
therbe entirely false. Just that bit of a sug-
gestion in the language or the visual to
makethe potential consumer make those
assumptions and create a desire in her
mindwithout burdening the desire-ere-
ator's conscience of having resorted to
something that would come under the
terminology 'untruth'.

Kartikey decided to exit from the rat
race.Perhaps in his perception, irrespec-

tive of who the winner turned out to be in
such a race you were still a rat winning a
rat race. From an organisational view-
point, retaining people like Kartikey is vi-
tal as they possess the ability to think out
of the box, carry with them the courage to
bring those thoughts to the table and the
conviction to make them work. Ensuring
a work-life balance, designing measures
and metrics for tracking balance and
building in corporate initiatives for ad-
dressing human concerns as a part of cor-
porate citizenship would have reduced
the degree to which individuals within
the organisation felt distanced from core
human issues and perhaps could
have prevented Kartikey from reaching a
flash point.

Having considered Kartikey's view-
point, one needs to ponder on the coun-
terpoint. Our lives in this world are a play
of opposites and relatives. We feel happy
because we aren't sad. Barring truth
everything else is relative. Kartikey, as a
citizen of the society, needs to and plays a
role in adding value to it by facilitating
enhancement of its levels of thoughts,
words and deeds vis-a-vis the society he
inherited. In the course of his early life
the society has bestowed on Kartikey
through his parents, siblings, teachers,
peers, sciences, philosophical writings,
and so on, certain skills and competen-
cies. Now, when it is time to deliver back
to society, he needs to introspect and de-
termine whether, the value add to the so-
ciety will be optimum when he and his
believers change the definitions and rules
of the society for its betterment from the
position of a brand strategist or as a
teacher in a small-town junior college.

Career changes are usually triggered
by two factors ... the push factors from
your existing lifestyle/role and the pull
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factors to the new rolellifestyle. The push
factors for Kartikey seem to have far out-
weighed the pull factors. Changes driven
by push factors leave a residual effect on
the individual, which need not necessar-
ily be positive. On the other hand, if the
pull factors - in Kartikey's case, teach-
ing, wofking with farmers, spreading
awareness - were greater than the push
factors from the life and times of a brand
strategist, then before attempting a meta-
morphic change Kartikey would have
drawn a value pyramid.

If the objective is to change and im-
prove the society, then Kartikey could,
with the aid of this value pyramid, chart
out the impact and ripple effect of his
thoughts, words and deeds on the society
as a brand strategist vis-a-vis as a junior
college teacher.

A third possible factor apart from the
push and the pull factors (not really a
third factor as it is, in fact, a fallout of the
push factor) for Kartikey's metamorpho-
sis and something discountable straight-
away would be that Kartikey has given
up the battle of changing society and
has exited from the 'real world' into
a world of his own to find joy for himself
and his believers. I discount this because
assuming Kartikey were not a challenger,
he would not dedicate a part of his new life
to work on aspects like working with the
farmers on doing away with brokers ...
spreading awareness on health and edu-
cation. Kartikey is, I believe, stepping out-
side the circle and trying to change the so-
ciety while enjoying life.

Many of us have encountered the
Kartikey within us. Some have compro-
mised with the make-believe world and
have silenced the Kartikey ... a few, not
able to take the pressures, have exited
from the 'real world' and gone into
our own worlds, a few others have opted
for Kartikey's route of stepping outside
the circle and changing society from
outside and then there are those of
us who have drawn our own value pyra-
mids and are working hard to impact
and change the society from within to
make this society a better place for the
next generation. _


